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Fonds Description

2.03 m of textual material.
904 video cassette tapes.
10 audio cassette tapes.
12 photographs.

Administrative History

*The Corporation,* a film released in 2004, is a ground breaking movie documentary about the identity, economic, sociological, and environmental impact of the dominant and controversial institution of corporations. Based on the book *The Corporation: The Pathological Pursuit of Profit and Power* by Joel Bakan, the film portrays corporations as a legal person and how this status has contributed to their rise in dominance, power, and unprecedented wealth in Western society. *The Corporation* exposes the exploitation of corporations on democracy, the planet, the health of individuals which is carried out through case studies, anecdotes, and interviews. The documentary includes 40 interviews of CEOs, critics, whistle blowers, corporate spies, economists, and historians to further illuminate the "true" character of corporations. *The Corporation* was the conception of co-creator, Vancouver based, Mark Achbar; and co-creator, associate producer, and writer Joel Bakan. The film, coordinated by Achbar and Jennifer Abbott and edited by Abbott has currently received 26 international awards, and was awarded the winner of the 2004 Sundance Audience Award and Best Documentary at the 2005 Genie Awards.

Scope and Content

The fonds consists of research material (1997-2002); correspondence (1994 to 2003); pre-production (1997-2001); production from 1997-2003; post-production (2000-2002); audio/video tapes (1997-2004); and photographs (2000-2001). The series have been separated into film related terminology to retain the integrity of the filming process.

Notes

File list available.

The fonds were donated to the University Archives by Mark Achbar on August 2005.

Photographs are catalogued as part of UBC Archives' Historical Photograph Database under UBC 115.1/. A selection of video tapes are catalogued as part of the University Archives media holdings under VT UBC 1174 to VT UBC 1478.
Series Descriptions

1.04 m of textual material.

Series consists of background research on corporations and focuses particularly on various corporate institutions, as well as ethical issues that has arisen from the dominance and practice of corporations. This series includes numerous magazine articles, newspaper clippings, and corporate ephemera.

**Correspondence series.** - 1994-2003.
9 cm of textual material.

Series consists of incoming and outgoing correspondence to and from Mark Achbar as well as other communication related to the individuals from the production team.

21 cm of textual material.

Series consists of the process of script editing, location scouting, casting and other arrangements made before filming started.

38 cm of textual material.

Series consists of the final production schedule, archived location shots, contracts and license agreements and transcriptions of video taped interviews. This series contains one subseries: Transcriptions.

33 cm of textual material.

Subseries consists of transcriptions taken from video taped interviews of corporate insiders, critics, whistle blowers, and other individuals such as Noam Chomsky, Naomi Klein, Michael Moore, and Milton Friedman. The transcriptions also include the time code that corresponds to the location on the audio video cassettes. These taped interviews can be accessed through VT UBC 1174 to VT UBC 1478.

9 cm of textual material.
Series consists of tape indexes used by the production team to document footage, press material of the films release and awards, samples of promotional materials, and information relating to the making of *The Corporation* DVD.

The editing process can be accessed and viewed separately.

904 video cassette tapes.
10 audio cassette tapes.

Series consists of various tape formats including: VHS, Betacam SP, Betacam BP, in addition to MDV, H8, DVP, MDC, and Audio cassette tapes. The video tapes are assigned numeric and alphanumeric codes according to the format type and according to its original order in the editing process. For example 6000 series are DVCAM-DVC tapes, whereas the 7000 series are audio cassette tapes. It is not uncommon that VHS tapes were originally given two numbers codes (by the creator). The alphanumeric codes are the initial tracking codes. This is followed by numerical codes, as seen in the 5000, 7000 and 9000 series.

The VHS tapes include time codes.

Only the Betacam are catalogued as part of the University Archives media holdings, since these are considered the original; whereas, the VHS and other formats are copies. The tapes contain footage of interviews, conferences, such as the Quebec Summit, as well as, the editing process. The Betacam video tapes are accessible under VT UBC 1174 to VT UBC 1478.

The majority of media was retained and the same footage has been kept in a variety of formats, such as: BetacamSP, BetacamBP, and VHS. Footage that was not retained consisted of televised material; published works; shots that contained images of landscapes, building exteriors and interiors; audio/video tapes which were damaged, contained no image, and/or no audio, duplicate footage, PAL format, and images which were severely blurred.

12 colour photographs.

Series consists of photographs of Mark Achbar and other individuals from the production team on location, as well as Mark Achbar interviewing Noam Chomsky, Milton Friedman, Ira Jackson and Robert Monks. They are catalogued as part of UBC Archives’ Historical Photograph Database under UBC 115.1/.
The following files pertain to various controversial issues related to corporations.

1-30  Sweatshops  1995-1996
1-31  Corporation Cartoons  1996-1997
1-32  Bilderberg background  1997
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-33</td>
<td>People's Summit on APEC 1997</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-34</td>
<td>Water Issues 1997</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-35</td>
<td>MAI &amp; Culture 1998</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>BOX 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-1</td>
<td>Business Press Search 1999</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>Index II - AMOCO, Slapp Suits, Tradeshows, &amp; school privatization information 2000</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>Fair Use Guidelines [200-?]</td>
<td>[200-?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>Bank of New York Act [200-?]</td>
<td>[200-?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-6</td>
<td>Beth's Research 2001</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-7</td>
<td>Corporation Assignment - US government 2001</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-8</td>
<td>Corporate Social Responsibility 2001</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-9</td>
<td>Edison Schools 2001</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-10</td>
<td>Harms Caused by Corporations (Benlate) 2001-2003</td>
<td>2001-2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-11</td>
<td>IVEY Memo 2001</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-12</td>
<td>The Making of an Executive 2001</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-13</td>
<td>Quebec Summit 2001</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-14</td>
<td>Short List of Cumulative Research 2001</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-15</td>
<td>Top 100 Corporate Criminals 2001</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-20</td>
<td>Miscellaneous Notes 1999-[200-?]</td>
<td>[200-?]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following files pertain to research, correspondence and script changes for the stated persons and/or corporations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Name &amp; Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-24</td>
<td>Big Fat/Jonathan Ressler 2001</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-25</td>
<td>Black, Edwin 2002</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-27</td>
<td>Burrows, Beth 1999-[200-?]</td>
<td>[200-?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-30</td>
<td>CATO Institute/Bill Niskanen, chairman 2001</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2-32  Corning  2003

BOX 3

3-1  Disney  2001-2002
3-2  Drucker, Peter  2001-2002
3-3  Duncan, Alistair  [200-?]
3-4  Epstein, Sam  2001-2002
3-5  Fromm, Jeff  2001
3-6  Gap  1995
3-7  Gibara, Sam/Goodyear  2002
3-9  Hare, Robert  2000-2001
3-10  Harry, Debra  1998
3-11  Ho, Mae-Wan  [200-?]
3-12  Hooper, Chris  [200-?]
3-13  Hunter, John  2001
3-14  IBM/Irving Wladawsky-Berger  2001
3-15  Initiative Media/NAG Factor  1999-2001
3-16  Kernaghan, Charles/Labour Committee  2001-2003
3-17  Keyes, Robert/Canadian Chamber of Commerce  2001
3-18  Kingwell, Mark  [200-?]
3-19  Landor  2001
3-20  Monks, Robert  2001
3-21  Monsanto  2001
3-22  Moore, Michael  [200-?]
3-23  Morrow, David  [200-?]
3-24  Oliveria, Oscar  [200-?]
3-25/26  Pfizer/Pharmaceutical Issues  2001
3-27  Public Affair Council  2001
3-28  Raffi  2001
3-29  Rebick, Judy  2000
22-30  Rifin  2001
3-31  Roddick, Anita/Body Shop  2001
3-32/33  Shell  1997, 2001-2002
3-34  Dr. Vandara Shiva  2001
3-35  Smedley Butler  2000
3-36  Tornillo, Pat  2000
3-37  Weissman, Robert  2001
3-38 Wigand, Jeffrey 2001
3-39 WPC Info./Jim Gary 2000-2001
3-40 WTO 2001
3-41 Zinn, Howard 2001

BOX 3

CORRESPONDENCE SERIES

Letters to Mark Achbar (Producer/Creator)

3-43 Correspondence relating to Rowland Morgan 1997-1998
3-44 Letters from interested groups 1997, 2002-2003
3-45 Footage and Information correspondence 1997-2003

Letters from Mark Achbar

3-46 Miscellaneous Letters from Mark Achbar 1998, 2002

Related correspondence from various individuals involved in the production of "The Corporation."

3-47 Joel Bakan (Co-creator) 2001
3-48 Paula Sawadsky (Visual Materials Research & Clearances) 2002
3-49 Jennifer Abbott (Editor) 2003
3-50 Dawn Brett (Associate Producer) 2003
3-51 Lea Hartzell (Research & Clearances) 2003

PRE-PRODUCTION/ADMINISTRATIVE SERIES

3-52 Corporation Proposal 1997
3-53 BBC Format Proposal [1997?]
3-54 Atkinson Grant 1997
3-55 Research Grant 1997
3-56 NFB Development 1999 (Proposal for four-part documentary miniseries on Corporations) 1999
3-57 Corporation Minutes 1997
The following working scripts include excerpts from the interviewee footage taken from the transcriptions.

4-32/33 Treatment Rough drafts 2001
4-34 Script Outlines - Part I Corporate Social Responsibility, Ethics, Values 2001
5-1/2 Script Outlines - Part II Democracy Ltd. Planet Inc. 2001
5-3 Script Outlines - Part III History Humbles Dominant Institutions 2001
5-4 Edited Script - Part I Corporate Social Responsibility, Ethics, Values [200-?]
5-5 Edited Script - Part II Democracy Ltd. Planet Inc. [200-?]
5-6 Edited Script - Corporation's Conception of the Person [200-?]
5-7 Edited Script - Part III History Humbles Dominant Institutions 2002

Transcriptions sub-series

The following transcripts were found arranged alphabetically into binders. The original order has been preserved.

5-8 Corporation transcript table [2002?]
5-9 Michael Albert, Editor of Zmag 2000
5-10 Jane Akre, former FOXTV Reporter 2001
5-11 Mitch Anderson, scientist 2001
5-12 Ray Anderson, Chairman of Interface Inc. [2000?]
5-13 Joe Badaracco, Professor of Business & Ethics at Harvard Business School 2000
5-14 Elaine Bernard, Harvard Business School 2000
5-15 Mark Barry, Corporate Spy 2001
5-16 Simon Billenes, Senior Analyst at Trillium Asset Management 2000
5-17 Edwin Black 2001
5-18 Carlton Brown, Commodities Broker 2002
5-19 Beth Burrows 2000
5-20 Ruth Caplan, Alliance for Democracy 2001
5-21 Norma Cassey, Gwitchen person 2000
5-22 Rachel Cohen, Doctors Without Borders [2000?]
5-23 Noam Chomsky, Linguist professor at MIT 2000
5-24 Anthony Dabbene, CFO MetalClad 2001
5-25 Jaqueline Aliosi Desdarderel 2000
5-26 Alistar Duncan 2000
5-27 Mike Edwards, artist, sculptor 2001
5-28 Samuel Epstein, MD professor of Environmental and Occupational Medicine 2002
5-29 Milton Friedman, Economist 2000
5-30 Jeff Fromm, KnowledgeQuest 2001
5-31 Rick Geisenberger, Assistant Secretary of State in Delaware 2001
Jim Gray, Chairman of the WPC  2000
Dr. Robert Hare, Psychologist  2001
Debra Harry, Indigenous People’s Council on Biocolonialism  2000
Allan Hayton, Gwitchen person  2000
Gabriel Herbas  2001
Mae-Won Ho, Director of Institute of Science and Society  2000
Chris Hooper, Advertisement  2001
Lucy Hughes, Initiative Media  2001
John Hunter, Commercial lawyer  2001
Ira Jackson, former CEO and author  2000
Marianne Kaplan (Vandana Shiva)  2000
Charles Kernaghan, Director of National Labour Committee  [2000?]
Robert Keyes, President and CEO of the Canadian Business Association 2001
Mark Kingwell, Philosopher at University of Toronto  2001
Naomi Klein, author of "No Logo"  2000
Steve Kline, Director of Media Analysis  2001
Chris Komisarjevsky, CEO of Burson-Marsteller  2001
Ben LeBow, Chairman & CEO of Vector Group Limited  [2000?]
Dr. Susan Linn, Psychiatry professor at Baker Children’s Centre  2000
Athan Manuel, United States Public Interest Research Group  2000
Ian McGill, Senior Policy Analyst of Greenpeace  2000
Hank McKinnell, Chairman & CEO of Pfizer Inc.
Michael Moe, partner at ThinkEquity  2001
Robert Monks, author "Traitor to His Class"  2000
Michael Moore, filmmaker  2002
David Morrow, Patent lawyer  2000
William Niskanen, Chairman of CATO Institute  2001
Wendy Nixon, Canadian Wildlife Service  2000
Andrew Petter, former Attorney General  2001
Pfizer Walk-about  2001
Doug Pinkham  2001
Raffi, children’s musician  2001
Joy Rebick, Liberal talk show host and author  2000
Jonathan Ressler  2001
Jeremy Rifkin, founder and president of Foundation of Economic Trends  2001
Anita Roddick, founder of Body Shop International  2001
Sidney Rose, CEO  2000
Benno Schmidt, Chairman of Edison Schools  2001
Danny Schechter  2001
Penny Sheppard, UK Social Investment forum  2000
5-72  Dr. Vandana Shiva  2001
5-73  Jaggi Singh, activist  2001
5-74  Debora Spar, expert in business and government relations, HBS  2000

BOX 6

6-1  Ray Thomas  [2000?]
6-2  Chris Tollefson, Environmental law professor  2001
6-3  Pat Tomillo, United Teachers of Dade  2000
6-4  Michael Walker, Fraser Institute  2001
6-5  Robert Weissman, Multinational Monitor critic  2001
6-6  Anne Wexler, lobbyist  2001
6-7  Jeffery Wigard, whistleblower  2001
6-8  Steve Wilson  [2001?]
6-9  Dr. Harriet Smith-Windsor, Secretary of State-Dover, Delaware  2001
6-10 World Petroleum Congress, Tapes 1, 2, 3, & 12  2000
6-11 Mary Zepernick, POCLAD  2000
6-12 Howard Zinn, historian and author "A People's History of the United States"  2000

(continued)

BOX 6

POST-PRODUCTION SERIES

6-13  Post Schedules  2003
6-14  Who's In, Who's Out (Interviewees)  2002
6-15  Transcripts Excerpts  2002
6-16/17 Cut Down Transcripts DVD extras  [2003?]
6-18  Tape Indexes  2000-2003
6-19  Film Release  2004
6-20  Promotional Material  2004
6-21  Film Festivals and Awards  2004
AUDIO/VISUAL SERIES

UBC VT 1174/76  1*-3* Akre, Shoot 19, Jane Akre, Marshall, NC, USA, 30 Dec. 2001, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-3 Akre in BOX 7. Note: UBC VT 1176 Akre is also titled 1 Wilson Note: Acre is actually spelled Akre.


UBC VT 1182/84  1*-3* Anderson, Ray Anderson, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-3 Anderson in BOX 7.


UBC VT 1187/88  1*-2* Barlow, Interview: Maude Barlow, Vancouver Water Conference at UBC, 05 July 2001, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-2 Barlow in BOX 7.


UBC VT 1192  1* Bernar 2* Spar, Debra Spar & Elaine Bernard, Boston HBS, 26 Oct. 2000, BetacamSP.


UBC VT 1194/96  1*-3* Black, Shoot 15 Washington NY, E. Black, 08 April 2001, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-3 Black in BOX 7.


UBC VT 1199  3* Burrow 1* Ho, Beth Burrows, Mae-Wan Ho, Edmonds Institute Vancouver, 10 Nov. 2000, BetacamSP.

UBC VT 1200  1* Caplan, Ruth Caplan, Quebec Summit 2001 Armand Vancouver, BetacamSP.

UBC VT 1201/03  1*-3* Carlton, Carlton. [n.d.]

UBC VT 1204/05  1*-2* Chomsky, Noam Chomsky, 24 Oct 2000, BetacamSP.

UBC VT 1206  3* Chomsky 1* Zepern, Noam Chomsky and Mary Zepernick, 24 Oct 2000, BetacamSP.


UBC VT 1210/11  1*-2* Cohen, Rachael Cohen, MD's w/o Borders, 7 Feb 2002, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-2 Cohen in BOX 8.
UBC VT 1212/13  1*-2*Dabben, Anthony Dabbene, 02 Mar. 2001, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-2 Dabb in BOX 8.

UBC VT 1214/20  1*-7*Drucker, Peter Drucker, Shoot 21 California II (Claremont) Election Day, 24 Jan 2002, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-7 Drucker in BOX 8.


UBC VT 1224  1*Edwards, Water Conference Opening Ceremonies, Vancouver, 7 May 2001, BetacamSP.


UBC VT 1230/32  1*-3*Finger, Celebration, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-3 Finger in BOX 9.

UBC VT 1233/35  1*-3*Fromm, Jeff Fromm of Knowledge Quest, Shoot 13, 5 May 2001, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-3 Fromm in BOX 9.


UBC VT 1239  1*Gray, Jim Gray, BetacamSP.

UBC VT 1240/45  1*-6*Gross, Richard Grossman, [n.d.], BetacamSP.

UBC VT 1246/49  1*-4*Hare, Dr. Robert Hara at Cineworks, 13 March 2001, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-4 Hare in BOX 9.

UBC VT 1250  3*Ho 1*Harry, Mae-Wan Ho & Debra Harry 10 Nov. 2000, BetacamSP. See VHS 3-Ho 1-Harry in BOX 9.


UBC VT 1252/53  1*-2*Herbas, Gabriel Herbes from Water Conference, and Fraser Institute, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-2 Herbas in BOX 10.


UBC VT 1255/58  1*-4*Hooper, Chris Hooper at Cineworks, Shoot 12, 11 May 2001, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-4 Hopper in BOX 10.

UBC VT 1259/61  1*-3*Hughes, Lucy Hughes of Initiative Media, Shoot 21, California, 25-26 Jan 2002, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-3 Hughes in BOX 10.


UBC VT 1267  1*Kern 3*LeBow, Charles Kernaghan and Ben LeBow, Shoot 22 CHI/NYC, 6 Feb. 2002 BetacamSP. See VHS 2-3 Kernaghan in BOX 10.


UBC VT 1270/72  1*-3*Keyes, Robert Keyes, Quebec Summit, 22 April 2001, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-3 Keyes in BOX 10.

UBC VT 1273/75  1*-3*King, Shoot 18 Mark Kingwell, 23 Nov 2001, BetacamSP.

UBC VT 1276/77  1*-2*Klein, Pfizer Scene, Shoot 15, Washington NY., 08 Aug. 2001, BetacamSP.

UBC VT 1278  2*Kline, Naomi Kline, 24 Jan. 2000, BetacamSP.


UBC VT 1286/88  1*-3* Linn, Dr. Susan Linn, Boston HBS, 27 Oct 2000, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-3 Linn in BOX 11. Note: Tape 3 Linn is also titled as 1* Badara

UBC VT 1289/90  1-2 McKin, Hank McKinnell, CEO Pfizer, Shoot 22 CMI/NYC 7 Feb. 2002, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-3 in BOX 11.

UBC VT 1291/92  Moe, Michael Moe, 21 May 2001, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-2 in BOX 11.

UBC VT 1293/9  Monks, Robert Monks, 4 Dec. 2000 BetacamSP. See VHS 1-7 in BOX 12. Note: Tape 1299 and tape #7 in VHS also includes Pat Tornillo.

UBC VT 1300/04  Moore, Michael Moore, no date, BetacamSP. Note: Tape 3 is also numbered as 7054; Tape 4 is also numbered as 7055; Tape 5 is also numbered 7056

UBC VT 1305/07  Morrow, Daniel Morrow, 13 Nov. 2000, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-3 in BOX 12

UBC VT 1308/10  Niskan, W. Niskanen, Shoot 15 Washington, NY, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-3 in BOX 12.


UBC VT 1314/16  Petter, Andrew Petter, Shoot 8 Interview, 02 Feb. 2001, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-3 in BOX 12.


UBC VT 1325/27  Rebick, Judy Rebick, 24 Nov. 2000, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-3 in BOX 12. Note: 1327 and VHS #3-#4 also contains Alistar Duncan.

UBC VT 1328/30  Ressle, Johnathon Ressler, Shoot 15 Washington NY, BetacamSP. See VHS 1 in BOX 13.


UBC VT 1338/9  Sarra, Janis Sarra, Shoot 8, 31 Jan. 2000, BetacamSP. See VHS 1-3 in BOX 13. Note: VHS #1 also contains John Hunter.

UBC VT 1340/43  Schech, D. Schechfer, Shoot 15 Washington, 8 Aug. 2001, BetacamSP. See also VHS 1-3 in BOX 13.


UBC VT 1347/48  Shiva, Dr. Vananda Shiva, Loc: Vancouver, Water Conference 15 July 2001, BetacamSP. Note: 1347 Shiva is also titled 3 Barlow.

UBC VT 1349  Singh, Quebec Summit, Jaggi Singh, April 20, 2001, BetacamSP.

UBC VT 1350/53  Sir Mark, Mar 14 [2001?], BetacamSP. Note: Tape 4 Sir Mark is also titled B-roll of Globe 2002.

UBC VT 1354  Smith, Secretary of State, Shoot 15 Washington NY, Aug. 2003, BetacamSP.

UBC VT 1355  Spar, Debra Spar, Boston HBS, 26 Oct 2000, BetacamSP.

UBC VT 1356/61  Streeters (Robson), Big Fat 2 (CD) Streeters Gastown, 21-23 Mar. 2003, BetacamSP. Note: Tape 2 Streeters is also titled as Steve & Jane News report (fox vindicated); Missing Tape 6.


UBC VT 1367/69  Tollef, Chris Tollefson & Mitch Anderson at Cineworks, Mar. 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Tape 2 Tollef is also titled Chris Tollefson at Cineworks. Tape 3 Tollef is also titled as Chris Tollefson at Cineworks & Steve Kline.

UBC VT 1370  Tornil, Pat Tornillo at United Teachers of Dade, Miami FLA, 06 Dec. 2000 BetacamSP. See also VHS 2 in BOX 13.

UBC VT 1371/77  Walker, Water Conference, Vancouver BC Opening Ceremonies Fraser Institute (Michael Walker tours), 05 July 2001, BetacamSP. See also VHS 1-7 in BOX 14. Note: Tape 2 Walker is also titled #7149 Michael Walker Tapes 3 to 7 Walker is also titled, Shoot #14 Vancouver Fraser Institute Interview: Michael Walker.


UBC VT 1398/99  2*-3* Zinn, Howard Zinn, Boston, 27 Oct. 2000, BetacamSP. See VHS 2-3 Zinn in BOX 15. Note: Tape 3 Zinn has an interview with Sidney Rose

UBC VT 1400/02  1*-3* Fried, Milton Friedman, 6 March 2000, Betacam SP L.

UBC VT 1403 1* Kline, Naomi Kline, Dub from D9 original, 24 Jan. 2000, Betacam SP L.

UBC VT 1404 Pepper Spray Torture Humbolt Country, CA Earth First, James Ficklin, BetacamSP. See VHS in BOX 10. Note: Originally labeled as 5133. See VHS in BOX 15

UBC VT 1405 "College Spokesguys" Chris and Luke promo reel, 20 June 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 5134 (163A CL) See VHS in BOX 15

UBC VT 1406 Clinton/Moore WTO, Dec. 1999, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 14065188 (3A WTO).

UBC VT 1407 Clinton WTO, Dec. 1999, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 5189 (4A WTO).

UBC VT 1408 RT Mark Corporate Video, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 5191 (249TV RT).

UBC VT 1409 Cavision Wide Angle Test, "Shopping is Good" 28 Nov. 2000 & 19 Dec. 2000,BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 5194.

UBC VT 1410 "The Corporation," Big Picture Media, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 5480.

UBC VT 1411 Wendy Diaz Testimony re: sweatshops, 19 June 2003, 10 sec. BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 5526.

UBC VT 1412 Gap Protest footage, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 5536.

UBC VT 1413 Interview: Simon Billiness in London, Tape 1, 10 April 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 61 SBa.
UBC VT 1414 Interview: Simon Billiness & Penny Shepherd, Tape 2, 10 April 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7I SBPSa.
UBC VT 1415 Interview: Penny Sheppard, Athan Manuel, Tape 3, 10 April 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 8I PSAMa.
UBC VT 1416 Interview: Allan Hayton, Athan Manuel, Tape 4, 10 April 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 9I AMAHa.
UBC VT 1417 Interview: Allen Hayton & Norma Cassey, Tape 5, 10 April 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 10I AHNCa.
UBC VT 1418 Interview: Norma Cassey & Wendy Nixon in London, Tape 6, 10 April 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 11I NCWNa.
UBC VT 1419 Interview: Ian MacGill in London, Tape 7, 10 April 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 12I IMa.
UBC VT 1420 Interview: Ian MacGill in London, Tape 8, 10 April 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 13I IMa.
UBC VT 1421 Interview: Jaquiline Aloisi de Larderel, UN Rep., 14 June 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 32I JLa.
UBC VT 1422 Interview: Sidney Rose, Boston, Tape 23, 27 Oct 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 71I SR.
UBC VT 1423 Interview: Sidney Rose, Boston, Tape 24, 27 Oct 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 72I SR.
UBC VT 1424 Interview: Mitch Anderson at Cineworks, Tape 5, 14 Mar. 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 117I MA.
UBC VT 1425 Interview: Sue Fox at Cineworks. Tape 13, 16 Mar. 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 126I SF.
UBC VT 1426 OA5 Interview: Armand Veancour at Quebec Summit 2001, Tape 2, 18 April 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 128C.
UBC VT 1427 Interview: Philipee Bourchard at Quebec Summit 2001 (day entrance) Tape 17, 22 April 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 143C OA5.
UBC VT 1428 The Corporation, Part 1, Weissman Sequence 2 & Lesbian Wedding shot, 2 July 2003, BetacamSP.
UBC VT 1429 The Corporation, Clips, 5:14:00 min, BetacamSP.
UBC VT 1430 The Corporation, Clip reel (for publicity), 9:00 min, BetacamSP.
UBC VT 1431 Interview: Armard Vaillancourt, Quebec exteriors (boarding up buildings, before riot shots), Tape 1, 17 April 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7001 (127C OAS). See VHS in BOX 15
UBC VT 1432 Interview: Keyes, OAS Summit reception, Tape 4, 20 April 2001. Note: Originally labeled as 7003 (130C OAS). See VHS in BOX 15
UBC VT 1433 Quebec Summit, Robert Keyes goes over agenda, Tape 6, 20 April 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7005 (132C OAS). See VHS in BOX 15

UBC VT 1434 Quebec Summit, Interview: Robert Keyes, D’Aquino speaks, Tape 7, 20 April 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7006 (133C OAS). See VHS in BOX 15

UBC VT 1435 Quebec Summit, Interview: Robert Keyes, Tape 8, 20 April 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7007 (134C OAS). See VHS in BOX 15

UBC VT 1436 Quebec Summit, Interview: Robert Keyes, Pettigrew, Cretchian (press conference) Tape 11, 20 April 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7010 (137C OAS). See VHS in BOX 15

UBC VT 1437 Shoot 11 Corporate Accountability Hearings in Vancouver, Tape 1, 9 May 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7025 (154C CA). See VHS in BOX 15

UBC VT 1438 Shoot 11 Corporate Accountability Hearings in Vancouver, Tape 2, 9 May 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7026 (155C CA). See VHS in BOX 15

UBC VT 1439 Shoot 11 Corporate Accountability Hearings in Vancouver, Tape 3, 9 May 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7027 (156C CA). See VHS in BOX 15

UBC VT 1440 Shoot 11 Corporate Accountability Hearings in Vancouver, Tape 4, 9 May 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7028 (157C CA). See VHS in BOX 15

UBC VT 1441 World Petroleum Congress in Calgary, demonstrators and welcome party, Tape 1, 11 June 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7029 (22L WPC).

UBC VT 1442 World Petroleum Congress in Calgary, Opening Ceremonies, Prime Ministers speech, Tape 2, 11 June 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7030 (23L WPC).

UBC VT 1443 World Petroleum Congress in Calgary, Opening Ceremonies, Tape 3, 11 June 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7031 (24L WPC).

UBC VT 1444 World Petroleum Congress in Calgary, Opening Ceremonies, Tape 4, 11 June 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7032 (25L WPC).

UBC VT 1445 World Petroleum Congress in Calgary, John Browne press conference, Tape 6, 13 June 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7034 (27L WPC).
UBC VT 1446  World Petroleum Congress in Calgary, John Browne & Jerome van der Veer from Shell, Tape 7, 13 June 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7035 (28LI WPC).

UBC VT 1447  World Petroleum Congress in Calgary, Tape 9, 14 June 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7036 (30L WPC).

UBC VT 1448  World Petroleum Congress in Calgary, Tape 10, 14 June 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7037 (31L WPC).

UBCT VT 1449  Corporation, Calgary, 14 June 2000. BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 33LI WPC.


UBC VT 1451  Shoot 17, Seattle, WA, Anita Roddick Coverage 1, Tape 5, 27 Oct. 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7047 (254C AR).


UBC VT 1453  WEM, World Educational Market, Tape 1, 25 May 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7057 (14L WEM).

UBC VT 1454  WEM, World Educational Market, Tape 2, 25 May 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7058 (15L WEM). Note: See VHS in BOX 15.

UBC VT 1455  WEM, World Educational Market, Tape 3, 26 May 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7059 (17L WEM). Note: See VHS in BOX 15.


UBC VT 1457  WEM, World Educational Market, Spotlight on Canada, John Kelly (CATA), Tape 5, 26 May 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7061 (19L WEM). Note: See VHS in BOX 14.

UBC VT 1458  WEM, World Educational Market, Spotlight on Canada, John Kelly Q&A (CATA), 26 May 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7062 (20L WEM). Note: See VHS in BOX 14.

UBC VT 1459  WEM, World Educational Market, Interview: Marlene Terkowsky of KWORLD (Sweden), 26 May 2000, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7063 (21L WEM). Note: See VHS in BOX 14.


UBC VT 1463  David Diamond at Havana, Vancouver "Corporation in our Heads," 20 Sept. 2000, BetacamSP.  Note: Originally labeled as 7067 (39L CIH).  See VHS in BOX 15

UBC VT 1464  Shoot 22 Chicago, NYC, Interview: Hank McKinnell, CEO Pfizer, 7 Feb. 2002,BetacamSP.  Note: Originally labeled as 7068 (3*McKinnell).

UBC VT 1465  Shoot 22 Chicago, NYC, Interview: Charles Kernaghan, 6 Feb. 2002, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7077 (4*Kern).

UBC VT 1466  Shoot 22 Chicago, NYC, Interview: Charles Kernaghan, and Toy Fair protest, 6 Feb. 2002, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7079. See VHS in BOX 15

UBC VT 1467  Shoot 22 Chicago, NYC, Toy Fair press conference, 6 Feb. 2002, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7080.  See VHS in BOX 15

UBC VT 1468  Shoot 15 Sam Kolias as executive in NYC, 8 Sept. 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7084 (228C SAM).

UBC VT 1469  Walk for Capitalism, Vancouver, 2 Sept. 2001, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7085.

UBC VT 1470  Mark Barry at home, 10 min, BetacamSP. Note: Originally labeled as 7088.

UBC VT 1471  Corporate Crime Carnival , BetacamSP.  Note: Originally labeled as 7093.

UBC VT 1472  Corporate Crime Awards, Walmart and Fraser Institute B-roll, 11 July 2002,BetacamSP.  Note: Originally labeled as 7094. See VHS in BOX 15

UBC VT 1473  The Corporation Part 1, Locked Cut, 12 June 03, Betacam SP L.

UBC VT 1474  The Corporation Part 2, Feature Version, Temp Mix (has Moore Cartoon), dubbed from Digibeta, 17 Nov. 2003, 51:35:13, (Old feature version) Betacam SP L.

UBC VT 1475  The Corporation Part 2, Feature Version, 1:14:19, Betacam SP L.

UBC VT 1476  The Corporation Part 2, Locked, 19 June 2003, 57:50 min, (incl. credits), Betacam SP L.

UBC VT 1477  The Corporation Part 3, Locked (Guide picture for online), 4 July 2003, 57:50 min, Betacam SP L.
BOX 7

Interviews in VHS format, which are duplicates of video tapes from UBC VT 1174 to UBC VT 1196 in BetacamSP. The interviews include: Jane Akre, Michael Albert, Ray Anderson, Joe Baderro, Maude Barlow, Marc Barry, and Elaine Bernard.

BOX 8

Interviews in VHS format, which are duplicates of video tapes from UBC VT 1197 to UBC VT 1224 in BetacamSP. The interviews include: Beth Burrows, Ruth Caplan, Noam Chomsky, (corporate) students Chris & Luke, Rachael Cohen, Anthony Dabbene, and Peter Drucker.

BOX 9

Interviews in VHS format, which are duplicates of video tapes from UBC VT 1225 to UBC VT 1251 in BetacamSP. The interviews include: Sam Epstein, Jeff Fromm, Richard Geisenberger, Sam Gibara, Dr. Robert Hara, and Debra Harry.

BOX 10

Interviews in VHS format, which are duplicates of video tapes from UBC VT 1254 to UBC VT 1280 in BetacamSP. The interviews include: Gabriel Herbas, Mae-Wan Ho, Chris Hooper, Lucy Hughes, John Hunter, Ira Jackson, Charles Kernaghan, Robert Keyes, and Steve Kline.

BOX 11

Interviews in VHS format, which are duplicates of video tapes from UBC VT 1281 to UBC VT 1292 in BetacamSP. The interviews include: Komisarjevsky, Ben LeBow, Dr. Susan Linn, Hank McKinnell, and Michael Moe.
BOX 12

Interviews in VHS format, which are duplicates of video tapes from UBC VT 1293 to UBC VT 1327 in BetacamSP. The interviews include: Robert Monks, Daniel Morrow, W. Niskanen, Oscar Olivera, Andrew Petter, D. Pinkham and Judy Rebick.

BOX 13

Interviews in VHS format, which are duplicates of video tapes from UBC VT 1328 to UBC VT 1370 in BetacamSP. The interviews include: Jonathan Ressler, Anita Roddick, Janis Sarra, D. Schelkter, B. Schmid, Clay Timon, and Pat Tornillo.

BOX 14

Interviews in VHS format, which are duplicates of video tapes from UBC VT 1371 to UBC VT 1391 in BetacamSP. The interviews include: Michael Walker, R. Weissman, Anne Wexler, and Jeff Wigard.

BOX 15

Interviews in VHS format, which are duplicates of video tapes from UBC VT 1392 to UBC VT 1399 in BetacamSP. The interviews include: Steve Wilson, Mary Zepernick, and Howard Zinn. This box also consists of VHS video tapes of hearings on corporate accountability and the World Education Market (WEM) conference.

5133 Pepper Spray Torture, Humboldt County, Earth First
5134 (2312A CL) College Spokes guys, First USA, Chris and Luke, 06 June 01
7001 (2266C OAS) Armand Veuncour poses to cam, Quebec exteriors, low, various people, fence shots, streeters from afar; intv: Ruth Caplan Alliance for Democracy Robert Keyes checks in
7003 (2267C OAS) OAS summit reception with Keyes, casual interviews with Keyes at reception, Keyes in meeting
7005 (2273C OAS) Robert Keyes going over agenda w/ colleague - follow through interiors and exteriors, Keyes entering meeting hall, int: meeting
7006 (2274C OAS) OAS Summit - more meetings, D’Aquino speaks, ext: Keyes, tearing from gas, various delegates dealing with tear gas Keyes in restaurant; intv. Keyes at rest
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape #:</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7007</td>
<td>Tape #8, Intv: w/ Keyes at rest. Continues, OAS Summit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7010</td>
<td>Tape #11, Description: interior: Keyes, Pierre Pettigrew makes the rounds / Media room, Kretchian at press conference, OAS Summit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7025</td>
<td>Tape #1, Shoot #11, Description: Corporate Accountability Hearings, Vancouver, 09 May 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7026</td>
<td>Tape #2, Shoot #11, Description: Corporate Accountability Hearings, Vancouver, 09 May 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7027</td>
<td>Tape #3, Description: Corporate Accountability Hearings, Vancouver, 09 May 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7028</td>
<td>Tape #3A, Shoot #11, Description: Corporate Accountability Hearings, Vancouver, 09 May 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7047</td>
<td>Description: Interview - Anita Roddick, Shoot #17, Coverage #1 Seattle, Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7048</td>
<td>Interview - Anita Roddick, Shoot #17, Coverage #2, Seattle, Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7057</td>
<td>World Educational Market #1, May 25, 2000, Vancouver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7067</td>
<td>Tape #39L CiH, Description: David Diamond @ Havana in Vancouver Corporations on Our Heads, 09/21/00, Vancouver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7094</td>
<td>Corporate Crime Awards and Walmart Cover., #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7058</td>
<td>World Educational Market #2, Pitches, May 25, 2000, Vancouver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7059</td>
<td>World Educational Market #3, Pitches, May 25, 2000, Vancouver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7060</td>
<td>World Educational Market #4, Government Press Conference and Spotlight on Canada, May 26, 2000, Vancouver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7061</td>
<td>World Educational Market #5, Government Press Conference (CATA) and Spotlight on Canada / John Kelly, May 26, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7062</td>
<td>World Educational Market #6, Q and A (John Kelly), May 26, 2000, Vancouver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7063</td>
<td>World Educational Market #7, Intv: Marlene Terkowsky - Kworld (Sweden) May 26, 2000, Vancouver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7064</td>
<td>Description: David Diamond @ Havana in Vancouver, Corporations Over Our Heads, 09/20/[01]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7080</td>
<td>Shoot #22, Chicago/NY, Kernigan Office (Water), Toy Fair coverage press conference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BOX 16**

Contains the 2000 VHS series – consists of footage pertaining to corporate crimes against humanity, and the POCLAD and WTO conferences.
2023A  GPT, Global People’s Tribunal, Corporate Crimes Against Humanity, Tape 1 - 11/27/99
2026L/2045L  Unnamed video tapes.
2066  TV, The Corporation, Part One, Rough Cut, 2003
2106L  PO, Originals: 6020L PO, 6021L PO, 6022L PO, POCLAD - DVCAM #21,22,23
2107IL  WTO, WTO DV CAM #18, 19, 20 (Helena Norbert-Hodge Interview).

BOX 17

Contains the continuation of the 2000 VHS series – consists of footage mainly pertaining to interviews, such as Noam Chomsky and Ira Jackson, as well as OAS Quebec summit footage.

2113I  NC M2 (SV 1 Chom), Tape #1129I NC MZ, Noam Chomsky side view #1, 10/24/00, Boston #1
2114I  NC M2 (SV 2 Chom/1 Zeper), Tape #1130I NC MZ, Noam Chomsky side view #2 - Mary Zepernick #1, 10/24/00, Boston #1
2115I  M2 MA (SV 2 Zeper/1 Albert), Tape #1130I MZ MA, Mary Zepernick side view #2 - Michael Albert #1, 10/24/00, Boston #1
2116I  M2 MA (SV 2 Albert), Tape #1132I MA, Michael Albert side view #2, Boston #1
2117I  IJ (SV 1 Jackson), Tape 1133I MA, Ira Jackson side view #1, 10/25/00, Harvard Business School Aldrich, Boston #1
2118I  IJ DS (SV 2 Jackson, 1 Spar), Tape #1134I IJ, Ira Jackson side view #2 - Deborah Spar #1, 10/25/00, Boston #1
2119I  EB (SV 1 Bernard), Tape #1135I EB, Elaine Bernard side view #1, 10/26/00, Harvard Business School, Cotting house lounge, Boston #1
2120I  SL (SV 1 Linn), Tape #1136I SL, Dr. Susan Linn side view #1, 10/26/00, Harvard Business School, Cotting house lounge, Boston #1
2121I  SL JB (SV 2 Linn/1 Bada), Tape #1137I SL, Dr. Susan Linn side view #2 & Joe Badaracco #1, 10/26/00, Harvard Business School, Cotting house lounge, Boston #1
2122I  JB HZ (SV 2 Bada/1 Zinn) Tape #1138I SL, Joe Badaracco #2 side view & Howard Zinn #1, 11/27/00, Harvard Business School, Cotting house lounge, Boston #1
2123I  HZ SR (SV 2 Zinn/1 Rose), Tape #1139I SL, Howard Zinn side view #2 & Sidney Rose#1, 11/27/00, Harvard Business School, Cotting house lounge, Boston #1
Contains the 5000 and 7000 VHS series – consists of footage pertaining to the OAS Quebec Summit, WTO in Calgary, and corporate protests.

5010 (2074 TV) Buckle/Galbraith Counterspin - Avi/Billy Bragg
5017 (2100 TV MP) Michael Parenti
5020 (2109A RN) Nader - Memorial Coliseum 8/25/00
5026 (2211A JR) Tape 772, [?] Riots
5027 (2212A JR) Lexy’s Greatest Hits, Solo Riots
5068 Pfizer and Jimmy Carter
5085 Walk for Capitalism, Dec. 31, 2001
5126 (2399I RT) Barcelona "Right to Jam" (Productions), Tape # CJ8
5127 (2400I RT) Barcelona "Right to Jam" (Productions), Tape # CJ9
5129 (2402I RT) Barcelona "Right to Jam" (Productions), Tape # CJ16
5131 (2398I RT) Barcelona "Right to Jam" (Productions), Tape # CJ7a/7b
5134 (2312A CL) College Spokes guys, First USA, Chris and Luke, 06 June 01
5135 A+B, Bolivia Water crisis B-roll (out of house), tapes I and 2
5138 Global Compact, July 26, 2000
5139 (2269A OAS) Interior of Summit meeting, Minister Manley - welcome Mr. Pettigrew, Manley and Zealog - Chretien
5140 (2270A OAS) Heads of state filling into the tune of the graduation theme – salute mountie, Chretien signing stuff with other heads of state, OAS Summit
5141 (2271A OAS) Chretien signing stuff with other heads of state - Chretien seated speech
5142 (2272A OAS) Chretien articulates the vision for the Americas - passing host torch to Argentina - closure of the Summit of the Americas "Grand Familia of the Americas"
5190 (2405A NET) Netscape Communicator, July 28, B-roll ML # 13583
5292 Moody-Stuart Protest (owned Alec Smart), protest at house

VHS 7000

7008 (2276C OAS) Tape #9, Description: Quebec exteriors, delegates arriving, security interiors, press area, night street shots from van, people at fence, rear shots of police firing teargas over fence, OAS Summit
7009 (2277C OAS) Tape #10, Description: Night shots @ the fence, lots of tear gas, day exteriors police spraying H2O, various media in gas masks, Keyes int, OAS summit
7011 (2279C OAS) Tape #12, Description: Kretchian press conference, Keyes interior: on phone locked in office, Keyes in media center w/ Peter Clark
7012 (2280 C OAS) Tape #13, Description: Night shots - flashing SOS, street conflicts, police firing tear gas, helicopters, OAS Summit
7013 (2285C OAS) Description: bluescreen, Intv: Philippe Bouchard Part 2 thru until - 18:18:00, OAS Summit
7029, 7030, 7031, 7038 (22L WPC 1, 23L WPC 2, 24L WPC 3, 33LI WPC 12), Calgary June 11-15, 00 Intv: UN #12, #1, #2, #3
7032, 7033, 7034, 7035 (25L WPC 4, 26L WPC 5, 27L WPC 6, 28L WPC 7), Calgary June 11-15, Intv: Cowboy #7 (2)
7036, 7037 (29I JGa 8, 30L WPC 9, 31L WPC 10, 32I JL a 11), Calgary June 11-15, Intv: Cowboy #8 (1), #9, #10, #11

BOX 19

This box contains the continuation of the VHS 7000 series and consists of footage pertaining to corporate crimes, protests, and interviews.
7041 (2365C DC) Tape #22, Shoot #15, Description: Exteriors/Interiors, Rockville, MD, Washington, DC
7042 (2358C HM) Tape #15, Shoot #15, Description: Holocaust Museum #2, Washington, DC, 080301
7044 (2191I KH) Tape #101I KH, Description: Milton Friedman’s Apostlar Tape #2, Intv: Katarina Hellberg, Choir Director, Sweden, 12/12/00
7045 (2190C MFC) Tape #100C MFC, Description: Milton Friedman’s Apostlar Tape #1, Nobel Price Luncheon, Sweden, 12/19/00
7046 (2192C MFC) Tape #102C MFC, Description: Milton Friedman’s Apostlar Tape #3, Doug Blackely ”The Corporation & The School”, Sweden, 12/12/00
7078 Charles Kernigan Office Tour 2 of 2
7079 Toy Fair, NYC
7085/5137, 7085 Walk for Capitalism; 5137 - Good Year B-roll
7086 Toronto Signs (along Gardiner Expressway) #1
7090 Corporate Crime Carnival #1, Linda and Georgie
7091 Corporate Crime Carnival #2, Linda and Georgie
7092 Corporate Crime Carnival #3
7093 Corporate Crime Carnival #4
7095 Walmart Cover., #2
7096 (2A WTO) Sean Lang Arrest, WTO [closing?] 12/03/99
7101 (2080L C) The Corporation, mini dv 2
7102 (2079L C) The Corporation, mini dv 1
7103 (2081L C) The Corporation, mini dv 3
7107 (2287C OAS) Description: as shot by Philippe B. nighttime streeters, crowds dancing, signage, people with fire, day streeters, rear police, teargas, global sign
7108 (2288C OAS) Description: as shot by Philippe B. streeters, woman's perspective (day) cops marching in (night) rear shot of crew shooting behind police fence nice hi of street chaos (Day) police hosing people off of fence
7109 (2289C OAS) Description: as shot by Philippe B. Day clouds of tear gas, police/demonstrator shots - interview with Winnipeg organic soup kitchen guy - good interview with soup kitchen chef - cutting down the fence
7110 (2290C OAS) Description: as shot by Philippe B. (night) people throwing things at police, people dancing with fire
7116 (2482L UNO) UNOCAL 3, Press Conference, 9/10/98
7117 (2483L UNO) UNOCAL 4, Lawyers Guild, 9/10/98
7118 (2484L UNO) UNOCAL 2, Ag’s office, 9/9/98
Contains a further continuation of the VHS 7000 series - consists of footage pertaining to corporate protests and corporate conferences pertaining to globalization - i.e. Port Elgin held an International Forum on Globalization (IFG).

7119 (2186C LON)  London Coverage 4/13/00 (London footage; British Petroleum interviews; protesting the drilling in Arctic animal territories)
7120 (2187C LON)  London Coverage 4/12/00 (London footage; British Petroleum interviews; protesting the drilling in Arctic animal territories)
7122 (2390C DS)  Tape #56, Shoot #15, Description: Danny Schecter, Walk-about Times Square, 081101
7124 (2342I PF)  Tape #42, Shoot #15, Description: Pfizer walk-about in Brooklyn, NY, 080801
7125 (2343I PF)  Tape #43, Shoot #15, Description: Pfizer walk-about in Brooklyn, NY, 080801
7126 (2440L)  IMF World Bank Coverage/ NYSE/ Vancouver May Day 5/00
7127 (2296C OAS)  Tape #1, Description: Second Unit, Quebec City
7128 (2297C OAS)  Tape #2, Description: Second Unit, Quebec City
7129 (2298C OAS)  Tape #3, Description: Second Unit, Quebec City
7130 (2299C OAS)  Tape #4, Description: Second Unit, Quebec City
7132 (2301C OAS)  Description: Neal Livingston/Black River Productions, Ltd., Quebec City
7133 (2447L GLO)  #12, Fat Dog / Local Currency / Casino Economy (end only)
7134 (2449L GLO)  #5, Globalization, NTC View
7135 (2450L GLO)  #8, Globalization
7136 (2451L GLO)  #1, Globalization
7137 (2452L GLO)  #2, Globalization
7138 (2453L GLO)  #3, Globalization
7139 (2454L GLO)  #4, Globalization
7140 (2455L GLO)  #9, Globalization
7141 (2456L GLO)  #10, Globalization
7142 (2457L GLO)  #11, Globalization
7143 (2469L GLO)  #6, Globalization
7144 (2470L GLO)  #7, Globalization
Continuation of the VHS 7000 series and the beginning of the 1000 series - consists of the 1997 CEO Summit, the Arcata conference, and interviews with Simon Billenness and Oronto Douglas.

7156 (1065L Z) CEO Summit ’97, mini dv 1
7157 (1066L Z) CEO Summit ’97, mini dv 2
7158 (1067L Z) CEO Summit ’97, mini dv 3
1005LI JT China, WTO, UBC, MAI - Jeff Thomas, Maps "Green Dreams", 2 April 1999
1022L CW Chris Wood, artist of Adbusters, tape 2 of 2
1026 L & 1027 L H David Hackley, Simon Fraser, tape 1 of 2, Feb. 1999
1030L A Arcata II, tape 1
1031L A Arcata II, tape 2
1032L A Arcata II, tape 3
1033L A Arcata II, tape 4
1034L A Arcata, tape 1
1035L A Arcata, tape 2
1036L A Arcata, tape 4
1037L A Arcata, tape 5
1038L A Arcata, tape 6
1039L A Arcata, Steellwomens, tape 7
1040L A Arcata, Harry, tape 8
1042L A Arcata, tape 10
10531 5Bb Tape 1 London, Simon Billenness
10551 AMNC6 London tape 3, Gwich-in
1076L PE Port Elgin #4, Oronto Douglas - Nigerian Lawyer and woman from Philippines
1097L MTb #1 Sony, Mock WTO, 22 Nov. 1999
1125L MF Measure F, 10 May 1999
1126L MF Arcata, Measure Task, 3 June 1999
1127L MF Measure F Taskforce

BOX 22

The box contains the 2000 VHS series, which consists of various location shots, interviews, and footage of the World Trade Organization (WTO).

2268C OAS Tape #5, Intv: Jaggi Singh
Continuation of the VHS 2000 series - consists of footage taken of the BC delegation at the WTO conference, various interviews, and corporate enterprises.

2334C NAS Nasdaq B-roll, 08 Aug. 2000
2338I RW (3 Weiss) Tape #35, Shoot #15, Robert Weissman, Washington, DC, 08 July 2001
2351I JR Tape #8, Shoot #15, Jeremy Rifkin #1, Washington, DC, 08 July 2001
2352I JR Tape #9, Shoot #15, Jeremy Rifkin #2, Washington, DC, 08 July 2001
2353I JR Tape #10, Shoot #15, Jeremy Rifkin #3, Washington, DC, 08 July 2001
2418L WTO WTO DVCAM #10
2419L WTO WTO DVCAM #7, 8, 9
2420L WTO WTO DVCAM #3,4,5 (no. #6)
2421L WTO WTO DVCAM #11 (CANON #12)
2422L WTO WTO DVCAM # 12, 13, 14 CNN, WED. AM, BOEING
2425L PO POCLAD DVCAM #24, 25, 26 Interviews
2426L TRlb WTO #11/28 Alliance for Democracy #11
2427L TRlb WTO 11/27 Tribunals 5&6
2428L TRlb WTO 11/28 Tribunals/Alliance for Democracy 7 & 8
2429L TRlb WTO 11/28 Alliance for Democracy 9 & 10
2430L TRlb Tribunals 3 & 4
2431L TRlb WTO 11/26 - 11/27 A.M.C (420 DENNY WY) TRIBUNALS 1 & 2
2432LI SSc WTO SONY 900 # 1 & 2
2433L Adb WTO 12/2 MEDIA CENTER, AD BUSTERS
2434L SSb WTO 11/29 - 12/2 GALA 13/STREET SHOTS D.A.N RECAP
2435L SSb WTO 11/30 #1-2 M&B INTERVIEWS
2436L BCb WTO 12/2 AM D.A.N/RALPH NADER/CAN. DELEGATION #2
2437L SSb WTO SONY 900 # 3 & 4

BOX 23

Globalization of Labour (End), Worker-Owned Corps. 1 of 2, Original: Hi8 039L LG, Oct. 24, 1998
Lawyer’s Guild, Intro. and Maude Barlow, Oct. 23, 1998
Hightower Radio, Detroit 1 of 2, Oct 28, 1998
Hightower Radio, Detroit, Grossman, 2 of 2, Oct 23, 1998
Worker Owned Corps, part 2 of 2, Oct. 24, 1998
Lawyer’s Guild, Strategy Circle, 2 of 2; Globalization of Labour 1 of 2, Oct. 24, 1998
Strategy Circle, Detroit, Oct. 23, 1998, 1 of 2
Lawyer’s Guild, Opening night 2 of 2, Martha Gruelle, Jim Hightower, Oct. 23, 1998
Tape #1, Shoot #18, Intv. Mark Kingwell, Vancouver, BC, 11/24/01
Tape #2, Shoot #18, Intv. Mark Kingwell, Vancouver, BC, 11/24/01
Tape #3, Shoot #18, Intv. Mark Kingwell, Vancouver, BC, 11/24/01
Democracy Dialogues Part One, rough cut
Hercule & Gladys, OAS streeters (translation needed, en francais)
Brad Smith interview, 42 min
IBM VP (Sandi cam) at Waldorf, Feb. 2002
Legal Fictions, Part 2, (originals Hi8 3010L LFW)
Legal Fictions, Part 3, (originals Hi8 3011L LFW)

Miscellaneous VHS tapes – various interview footage.

Bolivia Sequences, 16 April 2003
Initial Bolivia Water Sequence, 8 Oct. 2002
Michael Moore #1
Michael Moore #2
Breakdown at Waldorf, Pfizer part 1 of 2, Feb. 2002
Pfizer (Sandi cam) 2 of 2, Feb. 2002
Dub Drucker Speech by Robert A.G. Monks, 11 Nov. 2000
Dub Drucker, Q & A, Claremont Graduate University, 11 Nov. 2000
Interview: Gabrielle Herbas, tapes 1 & 2, 7 July 2001
Oronto Douglas
Oronto Douglas, Nigerian Lawyer and woman from Philippines tape #9
1/6 Richard Grossman
The Corporation, Echo Beach (part 1), 14 Aug. 2002
This box contains a selection of the editing process in VHS.

The Corporation, Part I, Sequences Cut to date, 15 June 2002
The Corporation, Part I, 30 July 2002
The Corporation, Part II (tape 1), 30 July 2002
The Corporation, Part II (tape 2), 30 July 2002
The Corporation, Part III, August 2002
The Corporation, Part I, (Final interview assembly before locking narrative) 28 Sept. 2002
The Corporation, Part II, (Final interview assembly before locking narrative) 28 Sept. 2002
The Corporation, Part III, (Final interview assembly before locking narrative) 28 Sept. 2002
The Corporation, New sequences to be inserted in latest narrative assembly, 4 Oct. 2002
The Corporation, Part III (revised), 22 Nov. 2002
The Corporation, Part I with narration by Rebecca, 9 Sept. 2003
The Corporation, Part I, rough cut, 21 Jan 2003
The Corporation, Part II, rough cut, 21 Jan 2003
The Corporation, Part I, 24 March 2003
The Corporation, Part II, 24 March 2003
The Corporation, Part III, 24 March 2003
The Corporation, Part I rough cut, 9 April 2003
The Corporation, Part II rough cut, 9 April 2003
The Corporation, Part III rough cut, 9 April 2003
The Corporation, Part 1 with TC burn, 6 May 2003
The Corporation, Part II final cut, 12 May 2003
The Corporation, Part III final cut, 12 May 2003
The Corporation, Part I (all but locked cut), 9 June 2003
The Corporation, Part 2, Letterboxed with TC burn, 9 Dec. 2003
The Corporation, Part 2, TV version with TC burn [2003]
The Corporation, Part 3, TV version with TC burn [2003]
The Corporation, Part #1(rough cut assemble), tape #1 [2003]
The Corporation, Part #1(rough cut assemble), tape #2 [2003]
The Corporation, Part #1(rough cut assemble), tape #3 [2003]
The Corporation, Rough clip assemble (part 2 tape #1) [2003]
The Corporation, Rough clip assemble (part 2 tape #2) [2003]
The Corporation, Rough clip assemble (part 2 tape #3) [2003]
The Corporation, Rough clip assemble (part 2 tape #4) [2003]
The Corporation, Rough clip assemble (part 2 tape #5) [2003]
The Corporation, Rough clip assemble (part 2 tape #6) [2003]
The Corporation, Rough clip assemble (part 3 tape #1) [2003]
The Corporation, Rough clip assemble (part 3 tape #2) [2003]
The Corporation, Rough clip assemble (part 3 tape #3) [2003]
The Corporation, Rough clip assemble (part 3 tape #4) [2003]
The Corporation, Feature documentary, part 2 of 2 [2003]
The Corporation, For preview only, 145 min, [2003]

BOX 26

Contains the Mini DV 1000, 5000, 6000, and 7000 series - consists of footage pertaining to the WTO Tribunal conference, OAS, and POCLAD conferences, as well as various interviews.

1085L PE  Port Elgin #18
1097L MTb  WTO, Seattle, Mock Trial #1b, 22 Nov. 1999
1098L MTb  WTO, Seattle, Mock Trial #2b, 22 Nov. 1999
1099L TRlb  WTO, A.M.C Tribunal's #1, 27 Nov. 1999
1100L TRlb  WTO, A.M.C Tribunal's #2, 27 Nov. 1999
1101L TRlb  WTO, A.M.C Tribunal's #3, 27 Nov. 1999
1102L TRlb  WTO, A.M.C Tribunal's #4, 27 Nov. 1999
1103L TRlb  WTO, A.M.C Tribunal's #5, 27 Nov. 1999
1104L TRlb  WTO, A.M.C Tribunal's #6, 27 Nov. 1999
1105L TRlb  WTO, A.M.C Tribunal's Alliance #7, 27 Nov. 1999
1106L TRlb  WTO, A.M.C Tribunal's Alliance #8, 27 Nov. 1999
1107L TRlb  WTO, A.M.C Tribunal's Alliance #9, 27 Nov. 1999
1108L TRlb  WTO, A.M.C Tribunal's Alliance #10, 27 Nov. 1999
1109L TRlb  WTO, A.M.C Tribunal's Alliance #11, 27 Nov. 1999
1110L TRlb  WTO, A.M.C Tribunal's Alliance #12, [27 Nov. 1999]
1111L SSp  WTO, #13 Street shots, DAN/Michael Moore recap, 29 Nov. 1999
1112L BCb  WTO, BC Delegation, 1 Dec. 1999
1113L BCb  WTO, Canadian Delegation and Denis at Jail, 2 Dec. 1999
1114L Sb  WTO, Delegates interviews, 2 Dec. 1999
1115L Adb  WTO, Media Center, Ad Buster ads, 3 Dec. 1999
1116LI SSp  WTO, Street shots and interviews #1, 1 Dec. 1999
1117L SSc  WTO, Street shots and interviews, protest AM #2, 30 Nov. 1999
1118L SSb  WTO, Street shots and interviews #3, 30 Nov. 1999
1119L SSb  WTO, Street shots and interviews (Beth) #4, 2 Dec. 1999
1121L SSc  WTO, Live from the streets of Seattle #1 [Dec. 1999]
1122L SSc  WTO, Live from the streets of Seattle #2 [Dec. 1999]
1123L SSc  WTO, Live from the streets of Seattle #3 [Dec. 1999]
1124L SSc  WTO, Live from the streets of Seattle #4 [Dec. 1999]
5246      George Ungar tape 1 of 2, 01/13/03
5247      George Ungar tape 2 of 2, 01/13/03
5269      [Phil Morris], Bad Apples, July 17, 2001
5270      WorldCom, tape 1, July 7
5271      WorldCom, tape 2, July 7
5272      WorldCom hearings, tape 3, July 7, 2002
5273      WorldCom hearings, tape 4, July 7, 2002
5274      Bolivia and WorldCom
5276      Pat Robertson, India sweatshop begin.
5277      Noam Chomsky
5278      July 22, 2002
5285      1-23-02, July 6 - TV
5321      Bad Apples raw footage
5336      Internet archive
5338      Michael Moore, final clips
5343      Brighthouse master
5409      Landmine victims
5413      Arcata Est. shots
5425      Anderson - WorldCom layoffs
5451      Mark Berry, B-roll, Wall St., Bike riding + Chris and Luke, first USA
          clips reel
6005L     WTO [Nov. 1999]
6006L     WTO [Nov. 1999]
6007L     WTO 29 Nov. 1999
6008L     WTO [Nov. 1999]
6016 I    WTO #17 Microsoft VP [Nov. 1999]
6018L     WTO [Nov. 1999]
6019L PO  WTO [Nov. 1999]
6020L PO  WTO [Nov. 1999]
6020L PO  WTO #20 [Nov. 1999]
6021L PO  WTO #21 [Nov. 1999]
6022L PO  WTO #22 [Nov. 1999]
6023L PO  WTO #23 [Nov. 1999]
6024L PO  POCLAD #24, [3 Dec. 1999]
6025L PO  POCLAD #25, [3 Dec. 1999]
6026L PO  POCLAD #26, 3 Dec. 1999
7097 (1005LI)  China and WTO - UBC, MAI - Jeff Thomas, Maps: "Green Dreams"
7107 (1150C Q)  Quebec riot, Street interview
7108 (1151C Q)  Street interview, Phil Gaz
7109 (1152C Q)  Quebec street interview, riot day/night, 21/04/01, Phil
7116 (1017L UNO)  UNOCAL, 9/10/98
7117 (1016L UNO)  UNOCAL 4, 9/10/98
7118 (1018L UNO)  UNOCAL 2, Attorney General's Office, 9/10/98
7119 (1057L)  London Coverage, 4/13/00 (London footage; British Petroleum interviews; protesting the drilling in Arctic animal territories)
7120 (1058L)  London Coverage, 4/12/00 (London footage; British Petroleum interviews; protesting the drilling in Arctic animal territories)
7121 (1095L)  London Coverage, 4/13/00 (London footage; British Petroleum interviews; protesting the drilling in Arctic animal territories)
7126 (1052L)  Monday March, Vancouver, BC, May 01, 2000
7127 (1156C Q)  Quebec City (OAS), second unit #1, Walter Miale
7128 (1157C Q)  Quebec City (OAS), second unit #2, Walter Miale, tape 2
7129 (1158C Q)  Quebec City (OAS), second unit #3, Walter Miale
7130 (1159C Q)  Quebec City (OAS), second unit #4, Walter Miale
7131 (1160C Q)  Quebec City (OAS), second unit #5, Walter Miale
7132 (1155C Q)  Neal Livingston, Black River Productions LTD., Quebec City
7145  WTO Cover, tape 1
7146  WTO Cover, tape 2
7147  WTO Cover, tape 3
7152  WTO Streeters tape 1
7153  WTO Streeters tape 2
7154 (1028L BM)  Banana Man
7155 (1029L BM)  Banana Man
7156 (1065L Z)  CEO's, 22/11/97
7157 (1066L Z)  CEO Summit 2
7158 (1067L Z)  CEO 3
7159 (1063L CF)  Beth and Joel and Mayim, 6/3/00
7160 (1063L CF)  Mark Achbar
7161 (1015L UNO)  UNOCAL 5, TV studio, week in Russia
7162  UNOCAL 1, meeting, 9/9/98
7164 (1026L H)  Hackley
7165 (1027L H)  Hackley, 2 of 2
7166 (1061L EA)  Ethics in Action
7167 (1062L EA)  Ethics in Action
Contains the continuation of the Mini DV 7000 series - consists of footage pertaining to the WTO, Arcata and Youth Conferences, and interviews.

7168 (1149L LA)  Sunday, LA, August 13/2000, Jacque
7169 (1025L IB)  Ike Barber watch TV
7170 (1006LI MB) Maude Barlow: Water, April 1999, tape 1 of 2
7171 (1007LI MB) Maude Barlow: Water, April 1999, tape 2 of 2
7172 (1161C KID) City of Kids
7173 (1023L NW)  Nike Workers
7174 (1024L NW)  Nike Workers
7175       Z-1 Streeters
7176 (1094L MTa) WTO, Nov. 22, 1999
7177 (1095L MTa) WTO, students, Nov. 22, 1999
7178 (1096L MTa) WTO
7179   Walk for Capitalism, Vancouver, Dec. 02, 2001
7180 (1008LI NO) FIPA Awards: speeches including Oliveri and Haydon, June 17, 1999
7181 (1009LI NO) Impromptu interview with Nancy Oliveri, June 17, 1999
7182 (1010L YC)  Youth Conference 1, office prep
7183 (1011L YC)  Youth Conference 2
7184 (1012L YC)  Youth Conference 3
7185(1013L YC)  Youth Conference 4
7186  Joel, June 22, 2002
7187 (1030L A) Arcata II, 1
7188 (1031L A) Arcata II, 2
7189 (1032L A) Arcata II, 3
7190 (1033L A) Arcata II, 3
7191 (1033L A) Arcata II, 1
7192 (1035L A) Arcata 2
7193 (1036L A) Arcata 4
7194 (1037L A) Arcata 5
7195 (1038L A) Arcata 6
7196 (1039L A) Arcata 7, Steel workers
7197 (1040L AHS) Arcata 8, end steel work, Harry
7198 (1042L A) Arcata 10, Harry
7199 (1125L MF) Measure F, May 10, 1999
7200 Measure F, task, June 3, 1999
7201 (1127 MF) Measure F taskforce
7202 (1128L MF)  5 May meeting
7203 (1054I PSAMb) Tape 2, London
7204 (1056I WNIMb)  Wendy Nixon, Ian McGill
7205 (1060I Jlb)  UN lady
7206 (1133I IJ)  Ira Jackson
7207 (1134I IJ DS)  Deborah Spar, Ira Jackson #2
7208 (1135I EB)  Elaine Bernard
7209 (1136I SL)  Susan Linn, 10/26/00
7210 (1137I SLJB)  Interview: Dr. Susan Linn #2 and Joe Badarraco #1, 27 Oct. 2000
7211 (1129I NC)  Interview: Noam Chomsky #4, 24 Oct. 2000
7213 (1047I MFb)  Interview: Milton Friedman #1, 6 March 2000
7214 (1048I MFb)  Interview: Milton Friedman #2, 6 March 2000
7215 (1020L CW)  Interview: Chris Woods of Eninc.
7216 (1021L CW)  Interview: Chris Woods
7217 (1022L CW)  Interview: Chris Woods
7218 (146I JR)  Interview: Judy Reibick, 24 Nov. 2000
7219 (147I JRB)  Interview: Judy Reibick & Alistair Duncan, 24 Nov. 2000
7221 (1131 MZMA)  Mary Zepernick and Michael Albert
7222 (1138I JBH)  Interview: Joe Badarraco #2 and Howard Zinn #1, 27 Oct. 2000
7223 (1139I HZ)  Interview: Howard Zinn #2 and Sidney Rose #1, 27 Oct. 2000
7225 (1001A JB)  Demo test featuring Joel Bakan, tape 1, 27 Aug. 1999
7227 (1044I Jbb)  Interview: Naomi Klein #2 and Joel Bakan, 24 Jan. 2000
7230 (1068L PE)  Port Elgin #1
7231 (1069L PE)  Port Elgin #2
7232 (1070L PE)  Port Elgin #3
7233 (1071L PE)  Port Elgin #4
7234 (1072L PE)  Port Elgin #5
7235 (1073L PE)  Port Elgin #6
7236 (1074L PE)  Port Elgin #7
7237 (1075L PE)  Port Elgin #8
7238 (1076L PE)  Port Elgin #9
7239 (1077L PE)  Port Elgin #10
7240 (1078L PE)  Port Elgin #11
7241 (1079L PE)  Port Elgin #12
7242 (1080L PE)  Port Elgin #13
7243 (1081L PE)  Port Elgin #14
7244 (1082L PE)  Port Elgin #15
7245 (1083L PE)  Port Elgin #16
7246 (1084L PE)  Port Elgin #17
Consists of the DVP 2000, 3000, 4000 series, and the Hi8 3000 tape series. Footage pertains to various interviews and corporate conferences, as well as corporate legal rulings.

DVP - 2000 series

2005L CCR  Corporation Opening Panel #1, "Challenging Corporate Rule" 7 Nov. 1997
2006L CCR  Corporation Opening Panel #2, "Challenging Corporate Rule" 7 Nov. 1997
2009L CCR  Corporation Opening Panel #5, "Challenging Corporate Rule" 7 Nov. 1997
2010L CCR  Corporation Opening Panel #6, "Challenging Corporate Rule" 7 Nov. 1997
3005L AL  Nettie Wild

Hi8 tapes - 3000

3000L Z  CEO Summit, Zedillo
3001L DA  UBC panel, D'Aquino - CEO
3002L CG  CEO Summit, Chinese guy
3003L NC  No Coke CEO
3004L AL  Asia CEO, Albright
3006L AP  House of Power, SFU
3007L AP  Abuse of Power, tape 2
3009L LFW  Tom shooting at panel 7111, Legal Fictions, tape 1, 11 Aug. 1997
3010L LFW  Tom shooting at panel 7111, Legal Fictions, tape 2, 11 Aug. 1997
3012L V  Vegas
3013L FD  Fat Dog
3014L GLO  Fat Dog, Local corruption casino economy, Globization
3015L GLO  Globization, Opening Night, tape 1
3016L GLO  Globization, Opening Night, tape 2
3017L GLO  Globization, tape 3
3018L GLO  Globization, tape 4
3019L GLO  Globization, tape 5
3020L GLO  Globization, tape 6
3021L GLO  Globization, casino workshop, tape 7
3022L GLO  Globization, tape 8
(No number)  Globization, tape 9
3024L GLO  Globization, tape 10
3025L GLO  Globization, tape 11
3026L ORG  Planetarium, Food & Corps. Organ, May
3027L ECD  Portland, End Corp. Dominance, 29-31 May 1998
3028L ECD  [Portland, End Corp. Dominance, 29-31 May 1998]
3029L GD  George Draffen, Portland, [May 1998]
3030L PC  Paul Cienfuegos, critique, 21 July 1998
DVP - 4000

4001 I MFa Milton Friedman #1, DVP
4002 I MFa Milton Friedman #2, DVP
4003 I MFa Milton Friedman #3, DVP

BOX 29

Consists of the Mini DV 9000 series which contain footage of the making of "The Corporation" DVD, the premier opening of "The Corporation", and audio cassette tapes that consist of interviews.

9005 The Corporation at Sundance 2004, tape 1 of 2
9006 The Corporation at Sundance 2004, tape 1 of 2
9007 NYC WNYC Jungle mag
9008 Gerofalo Majority Report
9009 #1 San Fran Film Arts
9010 #2 San Fran Film Arts
9013 Corp Photo Shoot, 29 July 2003
9018 Canadian Assoc. of Journalists
9020 Canadian Assoc. of Journalists
9019 Canadian Assoc. of Journalists
9021 New York Opening, Film Forum, "A" Cam, 30 June 2004
9022 New York Opening, Film Forum, "B" Cam, 30 June 2004
9023 New York Opening, Film Forum, audio only
9026 World Social Forum
9028 Mark Garberville Q & A
9030 Mark Interviewed about film
9031 Screening
9033 New York, radio
New York, Sundance
NYC Grassroots
Seattle June 8
Joel being interview by Geroffalo
Mark's camera films interview
Kat Dodds interviews Jane Akre, Whistleblower
Phoebe (Sorgen) re: Berkeley's Corporate Resolution
"The Corp" Narration Pickups, 21 April 2003
Bary Taipei
Taipei
Q&A RO
Akre, 9 May 2004
Akre, May 2004
Mac & Genes, Smart Meme project
Kat Interview
Mark Film Fest
Mark on Tue. Camera set-up 14 Oct 2004
Wal-town trailer
Broll @ good camping
Kat on Marketing Oct. 2004
Jennifer Abbott interviews 24 July 2004

DVCAM - 9000

Pertains to footage shot at various premiers and awards ceremonies for "The Corporation."

The Corporation, Opening at Castro, tapes 1-4, 4 June 2004

Audiocassette tapes

Interview: Peter Drucker, tape 1
Interview: Peter Drucker, tape 4
Interview: Peter Drucker, tape 5
Interview: Gabriel Herbas #12
Measure F Pre-election Video 1998
Michael Moore #1 & 2

20L WEM World Education Market #6, Q & A John Kelly, 26 May 2000
21L WEM World Education Market #7, Interview: Marlene Terkowky Kworld, 26 May 2000
The following tapes pertain to Fair Use debates of the Canadian Copyright Act.

2571 MK  Mark Kingwell, Fair Use, shoot 18, 24 Nov. 2001
2 Finger, Fair Use, talk with lawyers, 1 of 2

Miscellaneous Mini DVDs with no numerical series.

Corporate Crime, 2 sketches
Narration, 18 April 2003
PTI TcBurn, 5 May [200-?]  
Tina work tape, Canadian parliament
The Corporation, Part 1, TC burn dub master, 30 May 2003
The Corporation, Part 2, Fine cut, 11 May [2003?]
The Corporation, Part 2, TC burn dub master, 29 May 2003
The Corporation, Part 3, Fine cut, 21 May 2003

BOX 30

Contains the CDs/DVDs 4000 series that pertain to editing process and graphic stills.

CDs & DVDs Numbered series

4006 Untitled
4010 AP Photos
4012 Nike, Tigerwoods
4013 People ads, Chris and Luke
4015 Nike pricing docs.
4016 ASM Burkholderia Cepacia
4019 Untitled
4020 Untitled, 20 May 03
4021 Fraser Institute docs., Nike pricing docs.
4022 Untitled
4023 Untitled
4024 Untitled
4032 Nike - social responsibility report
4034 Patents
4035 Charters and petitions
4039 DDT cancer headlines
The following CD's are a selection of the editing process for "The Corporation."

New narration 6-5-03
EDL's parts 1 & 2
Replacement sequences and stills
Final sequences 24 July 2003
Final project backup July 24 03
Part 1a - OMF export
Part 1b - OMF export
Part 1c - OMF export
OMF Audio part 2a
OMF Audio part 2b and part 2c
Text and ID's parts 1,2 and 3, July 17/03
Feature version part 1, audio OMF part 1, seg. 1 of 2
Feature version part 2, audio OMF part 1, seg. 2
Prod. Dir. Edit, plus clips 12/16/04
Who's who
FAQ's, Nov. 04

The following CD's contain graphic stills.

Chris and Luke
Wendy Diaz
Smedley
Moody-Stuart
Citizenship Chronicles

BOX 31

Consists of Betacam tapes that contain footage of Pfizer, a corporation, and pertaining to corporate crimes such as the Bolivia water crisis.

5135 A&B Bolivia Water Crisis, Oscar B-roll, Betacam SP L
5532 The Corporation, Bolivia footage, Betacam SP L
5533 Bolivia (dub from VHS-5312), La Guerra, Por el Agua, Betacam SP L
5099 Pfizer NYC HQ Exteriors B-roll, BetacamSP
5100 Pfizer Inc. B-Roll, 05:14 min, BetacamSP
5194 Cavision Wide Angle Test, "Shopping is Good" 28 Nov. 2000 & 19 Dec. 2000, BetacamSP
5408 Manufacturing Excellence, AMD, 2001, 11:42 min, BetacamSP
5484 Footage Rill Monrow, BetacamSP
7043 (195C HM) Shoot 15 Washington, New York, Holocaust Museum, Tape 14, August 2003, BetacamSP
Contains license agreements for footage used within “The Corporation”, as well as visual materials license agreements between the interviewees and Big Picture Media Corporation.

32-1   Adelphina. 2003
32-2   Archive Films. 2003
32-3   Art Resources. 2003
32-4   Baby posters. 2003
32-5   Bank of Canada. 2003
32-6   BBC. 2003
32-7   BHPbilliton. 2003
32-8   CBC (Toronto). 2003
32-9   CBC Radio. 2003
32-10  Cells Alive. 2003
32-11  Goodyear. 2003
32-12  Disney/Celebration. 2003
32-13  Echo Film Productions. 2003
32-14  Farm Sanctuary. 2003
32-15  Fernando Callejas. 2003
32-16  Ferraro Law. 2003
32-17  First USA, Bank One, Delaware NA. 2003
32-18  Fraser Institute. 2003
32-19  Gimbel, Susan. 2003
32-20  Grinberg. 2003
32-21  Hogwatch Manitoba. 2003
32-22  Initiative Media. 2003
32-23  Karvonen Films. 2003
32-24  Kensington Communications. 2003
32-25  Kiem-TV. 2003
32-26  KVIQ (Miller Broadcasting). 2003
32-27  Lester, Stephen. 2003
32-28  Library of Congress. 2003
32-29  MacDonald and Assets corp. 2003
32-30  Mason, Michelle. 2003
32-31  Miramax. 2003
32-32  Moore, Michael. 2003
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). 2003
National Labour Committee. 2003
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). 2003
National Film Board. 2003
National Labour Committee. 2003
National Public Radio. 2003
Onmi Film Products. 2003
Oswaldo Rioja. 2003
Oxygen Media. 2003
People Magazine. 2003
Pfizer. 2003
Piedert, Beth. 2003
Piron, Mark. 2003
Random House. 2003
Red ATB (Bolivia). 2003
Remax. 2003
Smithsonian. 2003
Sveriges TV. 2003
Teplitsky, Bill. 2003
Thomas, Will. 2003
Water News. 2003
Winnipeg Commodity Exchange. 2003
WG Archives. 2003
Woods, Chris. 2003
Zuckerman, Francine. 2003

PHOTOGRAPHS UBC 115.1

/1 Joel Bakan interviewing Milton Friedman, 6 Mar. 2000 small-print
/2 Mark Achbar interviewing Noam Chomsky, 24 Oct. 2000 small-print
/4 Mark Achbar with Robert Monks and others, 4 Dec. 2000 small-print
/5 Mark Achbar getting ready to film, Quebec Summit, 2000 small-print
/6 Mark Achbar speaking with crew before filming, Quebec Summit, 2000 small-print
/7 Protestors at Quebec Summit, 2000 small-print
/8 Mark Achbar, Phillip Bouchard (camera-man), and Jeff Hoffman (camera-man) wearing gas masks, [n.d.] small-print
/9 Mark Achbar and fellow colleague wearing gas masks, [n.d.] small-print
Mark Achbar and Jeff Hoffman, setting up a shoot in Quebec city, [n.d.]

Mark Achbar, Jeff Hoffman, and Jeff Henschel (sound) in between shoots, [n.d.]

Protestors at Water Conference in Vancouver, BC, 2001